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ABSTRACT
Technology for the incineration of hazardous wastes is reviewed, including the application of rotary kiln, fluidized bed, and multiple hearth furnace systems. Aspects of waste gas cleanup and heat recovery unique to hazardous waste incineration plants are also highlighted. The technology is illustrated in terms of large-scale industrial facilities, with emphasis on operating European facilities.

INTRODUCTION
Hazardous wastes have historically been produced as by-products or waste streams of industrial processes. These streams are in predominantly liquid, sludge, gaseous, or granular form. However, environmental and health hazards are now being identified with industrial end-products which were previously considered acceptable, and with discarded products and trash which either contain hazardous materials from the production process, or which have been contaminated from an external source. Examples of the former are PCB-contaminated transformers and halogenated plastic products. An example of the latter is rubbish removed from sites identified as being contaminated by chemicals such as dioxin. In addition, discarded end products, which are of themselves not hazardous, contain compounds which become toxic when oxidized (e.g., halogenated plastic products).

The shift toward extended identification of hazardous wastes, combined with increased concern and regulatory restrictions on the use of waste dump and landfill disposal methods for such materials, has intensified interest in incineration in the U.S. This paper presents a brief review of the available incineration technology, including aspects of associated waste heat recovery and flue gas cleaning processes. The technology is illustrated in terms of operating industrial waste incineration plants.

Table 1 presents a summary of the unit operations required in the handling and processing of hazardous waste in an incineration facility. The table indicates the complexity of a waste incineration plant, but also shows that the process steps have been proven both individually and as integrated facilities.

INCINERATION
Because of the wide diversity in physical and chemical characteristics of hazardous waste, several incineration techniques have been developed for their disposal. All of the techniques to be discussed have been utilized for many years in thermal degradation processes, and have more recently been proven for the thermal destruction of hazardous waste material. Table 2 presents a summary of the most widely used incineration processes and cross-references the versatility of each with relation to various categories of hazardous waste.

INCINERATION OF LIQUIDS AND GASES
The combustion chamber is an economical and effective means of incinerating aqueous, liquid, or gaseous waste streams. Combustion chambers of one sort or another have been used for many years to dispose of industrial waste streams. Examples of these general designs include flares and thermal oxidizers. Combustion chambers
TABLE 2 APPLICABILITY OF INCINERATION TECHNIQUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCINERATION DESIGN</th>
<th>Combustion Chamber</th>
<th>Fluidized Bed</th>
<th>Multiple Hearth</th>
<th>Rotary Kiln</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WASTE CATEGORY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquids</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqueous</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sludges, Slurries</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tars</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solids</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granular</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Waste</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Drums</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Containers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for hazardous waste incineration, however, must not only burn the combustible material, but also ensure specific residence times at high enough temperatures to ensure thermal decomposition of the dangerous components in the waste stream, and to meet the applicable environmental regulations.

Figure 1 is an outline schematic of a combustion chamber design developed for the incineration of hazardous waste. The cylindrical, brick or ceramic-lined, chamber is staged into two combustion zones. Liquid wastes with a high calorific value, and supplemental fuel if required, are atomized and injected into the high temperature flame zone (Section A). Flame temperatures in this zone reach 1200°C to 1600°C, ensuring stable combustion. Liquids with a low calorific value, along with gaseous wastes if available, are injected into the second stage combustion zone (Section B). The second stage combustion zone is designed to provide the necessary conditions to assure complete oxidation of the waste stream components (e.g., 1100°C to 1400°C, 1 to 2 sec residence time, flue gas oxygen content of about 2 vol. percent).

Specific design requirements peculiar to each application may be incorporated into the combustion chamber. For example, high nitrogen-containing waste may be combusted in Zone A under a deficiency of oxygen to reduce nitrogen oxides formation. Also, alternative mechanical designs are available depending on whether the flue gas is to be routed to a waste heat recovery unit or directly to a flue gas treatment unit. Horizontal chamber designs are available for the combustion of clean liquid and gaseous streams, while waste streams having a significant solids content require a vertical design (Fig. 2) to prevent solids deposition and slag formation in the chamber. Figure 3 is a photograph of a horizontal combustion chamber for incinerating liquid chlorinated hydrocarbons and waste gases from a vinyl chloride plant. The incineration unit includes a waste heat recovery steam boiler and HCl absorber.

FLUIDIZED BED INCINERATOR

The fluidized bed incinerator has been used for many years in sulfur ore roasting, calcining, regeneration of hydrochloric acid pickling liquors, municipal waste incineration, and other processes. It can be applied to hazardous liquids, sludge, and/or solid waste streams. Figure 4 is an outline schematic of a fluid bed incinerator. Waste streams are injected into the fluidized medium (usually sand or ceramic material) and oxidized by the fresh fluidizing combustion air. The fluid bed motion ensures a high degree of mixing, resulting in uniform bed temperatures, and high heat transfer rates. For solids incineration, the fluid bed is limited to granular solids which are relatively uniform in size. Bed temperatures are limited by the slagging temperatures of the bed material or the refractory lining, and generally operate in the 1000°C range.

MULTIPLE HEARTH INCINERATOR

The multiple hearth furnace has been used for over one hundred years in industries requiring thermal processing of sludges or solids. Figure 5 shows a typical multiple hearth design. The furnace consists of several hearths placed one above the other in a cylindrical refractory-lined steel shell. Motor-driven rabble arms move the
FIG. 1 COMBUSTION CHAMBER FOR THE INCINERATION OF LIQUID WASTES

FIG. 2 COMBUSTION CHAMBER FOR SALTY WASTES
sludge/solids across each hearth in a spiral path to drop-holes through which the material gradually flows downward from hearth to hearth. Combustion air and hot flue gases flow upward through the hearths counter-currently to the waste materials. In this manner, the waste is initially dried, then combusted, and finally cooled before removal from the bottom hearth as clean ash. The multiple hearth is suitable for handling sludges, solids-containing liquids, and granular solids (wet or dry) up to about 100 mm in diameter. Multiple hearths are generally operated in temperature ranges up to about 1100°C. A variation on the multiple hearth design which is now available is the combined fluidized bed-multiple hearth. This design has recently been incorporated into the Frankfurt am Main (West Germany) municipal waste treatment plant.

Figure 6 presents a photograph of a dual multiple hearth chemical waste incineration unit.

**BULK SOLIDS INCINERATION**

The rotary kiln is the most versatile of the incineration techniques presently available. It has been used extensively over the past several decades in metallurgical processes such as sulfur ore roasting, direct reduction of iron ore, and other applications.

Figure 7 is a schematic outline of a rotary kiln incinerator. The kiln is a horizontal, refractory lined cylindrical combustion chamber having an internal diameter on the order of 3 m and an operating length of 10 to 15 m. In addition to granular solids, and sludges, the kiln can
handle large irregular solids such as packing materials, municipal wastes, laboratory and hospital wastes, and general refuse. Rubber tires, plastic barrels and fiber packs can also be disposed of in the rotary kiln. Figure 7 shows the hopper feed system used for miscellaneous bulk waste. The bulk solids are fed to the hopper by a clamshell hoist. Also shown in the figure are the lances for liquid waste, sludge waste, and supplemental fuel firing. An elevator system with a ram feeding device can be provided and the kiln designed to accept 50 gal metal drums filled with organic waste. In this case the drums are discharged as a slag along with the combustion ash.

The rotary motion of the kiln creates a tumbling action, thereby assuring thorough mixing of the waste streams with the co-currently flowing hot combustion gases. The constant exposure of new surfaces of the solids to the hot gases, along with the ability to operate the kiln at temperatures as high as 1600°C, assures complete oxidation of the hazardous compounds. By fitting the kiln with liquid and gas burners, several categories of hazardous waste may be treated simultaneously. In the U.S., two commercial PCB incinerators are in operation, and a third is waiting EPA approval of its test burns. All three facilities are based on rotary kiln technology.

Federal and state environmental regulations require that the combustion gases of a hazardous waste incinerator be subjected to a minimum temperature of approximately 1100°C to 1400°C for a residence time of generally not less than 1 to 2 sec. Because of the high temperatures involved, relatively large equipment volumes are necessary to accommodate these residence time criteria. Therefore, to minimize the capital cost impact of the incineration unit, external after-combustion chambers are generally connected directly to the incinerator outlet. These chambers may be fitted with secondary combustion air inlets and waste liquid and/or gas burners. Generally, a supplemental fuel burner is required by the authorities as a precaution against reduction of the temperature level.

INTEGRATED INCINERATION FACILITIES

In facilities handling large volumes of varying categories of waste, two or more incineration techniques may be integrated into a single unit. Figures 8 and 9 are photographs of an incineration unit for disposal of hazardous waste in an Italian chemical plant. The rotary kiln is designed to accept bulk solids as well as 50-gal metal drums filled with liquid waste. A liquids combustion chamber is incorporated into this unit, with the flue gases from both the combustion chamber and the kiln routed to a common after-combustion chamber and waste heat boiler. Lurgi has presently designed and constructed six rotary kiln-based incineration facilities for European chemical plants. Capacities of the kilns range from 0.3 t/h to 5.7 t/h of waste. When combined with multiple hearths, fluid bed incinerators, and/or liquid combustion chambers, facilities with incineration capacities up to 17 metric tons/hr have been built. In each case, emissions from the facility have met the applicable environmental regulations.

FLUE GAS CONDITIONING/WASTE HEAT RECOVERY

Flue gases exit hazardous waste incineration units at temperatures in the range of 1100°C to 1400°C. Because of the nature of the wastes being incinerated, the flue gases generally contain vapors of hydrogen chloride, hydrogen fluoride, phosphoric oxides, sulfur dioxide, solid particulates, and/or organic salt aerosols. Technology is available, and currently in use, to treat the flue gas for
these contaminants and to remove them to environmentally acceptable levels. However, prior to entering the treatment units, the flue gas is usually pre-conditioned relative to temperature and/or moisture content to minimize the cost of downstream treatment equipment.

EVAPORATIVE COOLING

Direct temperature reduction and humidification of the flue gas is commonly achieved in a quench chamber. The quench chamber is a refractory-lined vessel into which a water spray is atomized and intimately mixed with the hot flue gases. By evaporation of the water droplets, the flue gases are cooled and humidified. Because of the acidic nature of the contaminants, the conditioning process is generally controlled to maintain a temperature approach to the acid dewpoint of the flue gas.

WASTE HEAT RECOVERY

It is sometimes more attractive to cool the incinerator flue gases indirectly in a waste heat boiler, thereby recovering a large portion of the energy contained in the waste streams. In cases where the waste stream has insufficient heating value to support combustion, supplemental fuel is required. A waste heat boiler then provides a means of recovering the calorific value of both the waste stream and the supplemental fuel. Table 3 shows the potential heat recovery obtainable from a typical incineration unit. Three cases are presented. In each case the mass flow of waste feed is the same, but the calorific value of the waste is varied. As can be seen from the table, installation of a waste heat recovery system can recovery 50 percent or more of the energy input to the system. In cases where the waste stream has an appreciable heating value, and little or no supplemental fuel is required, the incinerator can become a net exporter of energy.

Heat recovery is usually accomplished in the form of medium pressure steam for process use, direct sale, or generation of electric power. However, depending on the application, the recovered heat may be transferred to hot water for district heating, etc., to preheat combustion air, or to heat thermal transfer fluids.

High temperature waste heat recovery boilers have been installed in many municipal and industrial incineration applications. In organic liquid and waste gas incineration units, the flue gases are generally clean. Horizontal or vertical fire-tube boilers, in which the flue gas passes through the tubes, may then be used. However, if the waste streams contain dissolved or suspended solids (salts), fire tube boilers are not recommended because of tube plugging by deposited solids. In this case, water tube boilers, in which the flue gas flows around the outside of the tubes, are employed.
TABLE 3 WASTE HEAT RECOVERY IN INCINERATION PLANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waste Feed Rate (kg/H)</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calorific Value of Waste (kJ/kg)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplemental Fuel Rate (kg/H)</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calorific Value of Fuel (kJ/kg)</td>
<td>41,870</td>
<td>41,870</td>
<td>41,870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Supplied by Waste (kJ/H)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9,000,000</td>
<td>18,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Supplied by Fuel (kJ/H)</td>
<td>30,146,400</td>
<td>17,585,400</td>
<td>6,908,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam Generated (t/H)</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Recovered (heat content of steam (kJ/H)</td>
<td>16,821,700</td>
<td>14,719,000</td>
<td>12,616,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency of Heat Recovery in relation to fuel added (%)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES: (1) Incineration temperature 1000°C in all cases. (2) Flue gas exit the boiler at 250°C in all cases. (3) Generated steam is saturated at 10 bar. (4) t/H equals 1000 kilograms per hour.

CONVENTIONAL BOILER DESIGN

Figure 10 shows a schematic of a conventional water tube waste heat boiler. The large radiation section is designed to cool the gases to below the melting (slagging) temperatures of the contained salts. By so doing, the molten substances are solidified before encountering the downstream tube bundles. The radiation section consists of a large chamber, empty of internals, constructed of tubular water walls through which boiler feed water is passed.

Following the radiation chamber are tube bundles which allow a more economic arrangement of the necessary heat transfer area. As solids accumulation on the tube bundles is unavoidable, means of removing these solids deposits are required. The most commonly employed cleaning methods are soot blowers, mechanical rapping devices, and ballshoot systems in which metallic spheres are "shot" against the tube bundles to dislodge solids accretions. Solids disengaged from the gas, or dislodged by cleaning methods, are removed from the boiler via bottom discharge hoppers.

WASTE HEAT BOILERS FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE INCINERATION

Fouling Consideration

The boiler design just mentioned is well suited for applications in which the particulate matter is well defined and its associated melting points are relatively high. However, experience developed from European incineration plants operating on toxic or hazardous waste has demonstrated that salts vaporized from the waste streams often form eutectic solutions with ash fusion temperatures considerably lower than generally encountered. In one operating plant in West Germany, the flue gas is cooled to approximately 700°C in the radiation chamber of the waste heat boiler. At this, and at even lower temperatures, the flue gas has been noted to contain particulate matter which is still fluid or sticky in nature. As a result, slag formations of thicknesses large enough to break off under their own weight are regularly encountered on the downstream heat transfer surfaces. Such severe fouling requires a boiler design which will preclude the possibility of plugging the gas flow passages with accumulated slag.

Corrosion

In addition, to the problems associated with fouling of the heat transfer surfaces, the boiler design must also account for the high concentration of acidic components in the flue gas. By definition, the flue gas from a hazardous waste incinerator will contain HCl, HF, and SO₂, as well as various acidic salt compounds. Design of the boiler must consider that above temperatures of approximately 370°C, high temperature corrosion by HCl vapors is expected. Corrosion problems can also be expected if the temperature is allowed to drop to the HCl, HF, or SO₂ acid dew points, approximately 170°C. Localized corrosion will also occur in areas of the boiler where solids can accumulate and become moistened due to water condensation during either operation or shutdown/start-up cycling.

In order to avoid the use of expensive corrosion-resistant alloys, waste heat recovery units are designed to operate between the high and low temperature corrosion regimes. This is accomplished by maintaining the metal temperatures in the boiler between about 200°C and 370°C. While this design does reduce the cost of the unit.
FIG. 6 DUAL MULTIPLE HEARTH INCINERATION UNIT
in terms of materials of construction, some limitations are then imposed on the quality and quantity of the recovered heat.

Limitations on Heat Recovery

The maximum metal temperature limit of $370^\circ C$ constrains the upper temperature limit for steam, or other heat transfer medium, to about $350^\circ C$. In the case of steam generation for use in a turbogenerator, this limits the steam superheat temperature to about $350^\circ C$. To maximize the efficiency of energy recovery in a turbine, it is desirable to maximize the degree of superheat in the steam. To maintain a degree of superheat of about $80^\circ C$, maximum recommended steam pressure is then about 45 bar.

With regard to avoidance of the acid dew points, the waste heat boilers are generally designed so that fluid temperatures inside the tubes are above $200^\circ C$. By so doing, there is no possibility of metal temperatures dropping into the low temperature corrosion regime. To meet this constraint, boiler feed water preheating or combustion air preheating economizers are not recommended. Therefore, the boiler performance is limited to generation of steam from saturated boiler feed water, and to superheat of the steam. The minimum steam pressure recommended is then about 17 bar.

Flue gases exiting the boiler must be maintained at a
temperature high enough to allow a reasonable approach to the heat transfer medium so that heat transfer surface area may be minimized. Typical temperature approaches are between 55°C and 80°C. Exit gas temperatures are thus usually in the range of 250°C to 300°C. This is somewhat higher than conventional power generation boilers in which economizers are utilized to maximize energy recovery while cooling the flue gases to the 150°C level. As a result, overall efficiency of the incinerator waste heat boiler is somewhat lower than conventional units.

Design Characteristics

Figure 11 presents a sketch depicting the conceptual approach utilized for this application by several European waste heat boiler suppliers. The boiler internals are encased in a steel shell constructed entirely of membrane type water walls, including the roof, front, back, side walls, as well as the bottom ash hoppers. With the exception of the gas inlet duct, no refractory lining is provided. By maintaining essentially ambient conditions on the external side of the casing, lower metal temperatures may be maintained on the flue gas side. This factor, plus proper arrangement of the individual process heat duties for the boiler internals, will allow the unit to be operated in the metal temperature range between 200°C and 370°C. As a result, the need for exotic alloys suitable for severely corrosive environments is avoided, and the entire boiler can be constructed of carbon steel.
FIG. 9 GENERAL VIEW OF CHEMICAL WASTE INCINERATION PLANT. SHOWN ARE ROTARY KILN FOR BULK WASTE, SLUDGES, AND DRUM DISPOSAL; AFTER-BURNER CHAMBER FOLLOWED BY A WASTE HEAT BOILER; VERTICAL LIQUIDS COMBUSTION CHAMBER.

The radiant chamber of the boiler is sized to cool the gases to as low a temperature as economically feasible. However, in anticipation of slag formation downstream of the radiant section, conventional tube bundles are not used. The internal heat transfer surfaces are designed as vertical water walls or tube platens with large spacing (sometimes on the order of 0.75 m) between the individual surfaces. This large spacing precludes the possibility of the gas passages plugging with solids. Also the use of relatively flat heating elements allows easier on-line cleaning, and minimizes the availability of local pockets where corrosive salts may accumulate. Cleaning devices employed for these units include manual mechanical and steam lancing, and automatic rapping devices. Automatic steam soot blowers are generally not recommended in this service. In some designs, maintenance personnel are lowered into the boiler during shutdowns to manually dislodge slag from the water walls.

Several units of this general design are currently operating in hazardous waste incineration applications in Europe. One such unit has been in service over ten years and was originally installed to replace a series of more conventionally designed boilers which proved unsatisfactory.

Alternate Design

Use of internal heat transfer surfaces in a “flat” configuration as opposed to tube bundles adds additional cost to the boiler design. Recognizing this fact, a horizontal water tube boiler has been developed and has been successfully demonstrated in several metallurgical processes, including a new proprietary lead smelting process.

The design employs vertical tube bundles downstream of the radiation chamber, thereby minimizing the capital cost of the unit. A combination of wide spacing between the tubes within each bundle, and the use of a continuous, automatic vibrating device have minimized the problem of slag accumulation on the tube surfaces. This design has not yet been demonstrated in a hazardous waste incineration application. However, the lead-containing dust of the flue gas on which it is operating has a slagging tendency at low temperatures similar to that of hazardous waste incinerator flue gases. Therefore, it is anticipated that the
design will operate satisfactorily in such incinerator service, and will provide a substantial savings in the capital investment required.

In spite of the restrictions imposed on the heat recovery system, installation of such a unit can prove an economical investment. In a recently completed study the inclusion of a waste heat recovery system for the generation of electric power was investigated for an existing hazardous waste facility. Based on a total heat input to the system of 26 MM kJ/H, the unit was capable of producing approximately 26,000 kg/h of 34.5 bar/343°C steam to be utilized in an extraction-condensing turbo-generator. Approximately 5 MW of power is generated. After satisfying inplant steam and power requirements, a net capacity of 3 MW of power is available for sale to the local utility. Overall energy recovery from the flue gas is approximately 64 percent. In this particular case a payback period of 5 years, based on the installed cost investment, was calculated. This payback period is, of course, tied to the individual utility rates and will be reduced should those rates increase.

**FIG. 10 CONVENTIONAL WATER TUBE WASTE HEAT BOILER**

Contaminants in the incineration waste gases depend, of course, on the nature of the material being incinerated. For industrial wastes, it is generally necessary to design the waste gas cleaning system for the removal of:

(a) particulates, which may be present in the waste gases in the range of 2500 to 12,000 mg/Nm³, and which may have to be cleaned to an order of magnitude of 100 mg/Nm³ or less;

(b) HCl and HF, for which a removal efficiency of 99 percent is often dictated;

(c) SO₂ where the required removal efficiency may vary from 70 to 95 percent or greater, depending on the sulfur content of the feed.

A large number of process configurations for the off-gas cleanup system are possible depending on the specific contaminants and the required degrees of removal. In addition, various site related factors must be considered, such as: availability of reagents (lime, soda ash, caustic, etc.); disposal possibilities for collected solids (sludge versus dry solids); leaching characteristics of these materials; possibilities for disposal of a liquid discharge versus a requirement for zero liquid discharge.

**FLUE GAS CLEANING**

Most often, the offgas cleaning system will consist of:

(a) A high-energy venturi scrubber designed for effective removal of particulates, and

(b) One or more absorption towers using suitable scrubbing liquors and designed to provide sufficient staging and gas-liquid contact time for removal of acid gases (HCl, HF, SO₂).

These two requirements can sometimes be satisfied in a single absorption/scrubbing tower. Figure 12 is an outline schematic of a Lurgi “Radial Flow Scrubber.” The unit is designed for wet scrubbing of thermal process flue gases and is capable of both chemical absorption of impurities as well as particulate removal. By providing a brick-lined venturi quench section in the scrubber, the unit may be installed directly on the outlet of an incinerator after-combustion chamber.

Figure 13 is a photograph of a radial flow scrubber installed in a chemical waste incineration facility operating in West Germany. The scrubber processes 70,000 Nm³/h of flue gases reducing the SO₂ content by 90 percent, and both the HCl and dust contents to 100 mg/Nm³ each.

**WET SCRUBBING**

The trend toward a highly flexible, zero liquid discharge gas cleaning system is typified by the process indicated in Fig. 14. This system discharges the collected particulates and the reacted acid gases in the form of dry...
solids only. It also features a two-step scrubbing system for SO₂/HCl/HF removal—a spray dry reactor to remove the bulk of the acid gases using relatively inexpensive lime slurry, followed by a “polishing” scrubber for residual gas cleanup using a highly effective chemical (caustic) scrubbing tower. A brief description of the scheme follows.

Flue gas is routed to the spray drier, at about 250°C to 350°C, from either an evaporative quench cooler or a waste heat recovery unit. In the spray drier, the flue gas is intimately mixed with an atomized flow of hydrated lime slurry. Chemical reaction between the Ca(OH)₂ and the acid gas components reduces the SO₂ and HCl content of the flue gas by approximately 80 to 90 percent. Evaporation of the water from the atomized slurry simultaneously cools the gases further. By controlling the quantity of water introduced with the slurry, a safe temperature approach to the acid dew points may be maintained and the spray drier vessel can be constructed of carbon steel.

After dedusting via cyclone separators, the flue gas is introduced to the first stage scrubber (radial flow). In this unit, the flue gas is scrubbed with a co-current stream of water and then passed through a variable-throat venturi. The primary purpose of this unit is the removal of particulates to the necessary emission levels. However, some absorption of acid gases will take place here. Effluent water from this stage is fed to the spray drier for evaporation and removal of the contaminants as dry solids. Because of the acidic nature of the wet scrubbing service, rubber-lined carbon steel construction is employed.

The final stage of gas cleanup is performed in a counter-current flow packed tower. Caustic solution is utilized as the scrubbing medium to reduce the residual HCl and SO₂ to environmentally acceptable levels. Effluent liquor from the packed tower, containing chloride and sulfate salts, is fed to the spray drier for evaporation of the water and dry removal of the solids.

The foregoing process scheme may be modified as required for the particular application at hand. For instance, flue gases with a low sulfur content may be adequately cleaned with lime slurry circulation only. In other cases,
FIG. 12 RADIAL FLOW SCRUBBER WITH A VENTURI INLET FOR DEDUSTING AND GAS ABSORPTION
use of a packed tower may not be required.

All of the components of the gas cleaning systems discussed have been proven in industrial practice for many years. The unit process of spray drying was developed between 1920 and 1925. Since then, hundreds of spray drying and reaction plants have been built in both the U.S. and Europe. More than 100 radial flow scrubbers have been installed for cleaning of flue gases from processes such as blast furnaces, lead and zinc smelter plants, ore roasters, as well as sludge, refuse, and chemical waste incinerators. A single scrubber may be designed to handle up to 1,000,000 Nm³/h of flue gas. Wet scrubbing of flue gases for SO₂ removal is a common process step in coal-fired power generation stations.

In general, effective flue gas cleaning systems can be designed, built and operated to control emissions within
FIG. 14 SIMPLIFIED FLOW DIAGRAM OF SEMI-DRY FLUE GAS SCRUBBING
regulatory requirements. However, it is essential that the maximum level of contaminants be established during the design phase to permit the proper selection and design of the gas cleanup train. From a control point of view, it is also important that fluctuations in feed composition to the incinerator plant be minimized as far as practicable, so as to maintain a steady operation and, hence, a relatively constant gas composition at the inlet to the gas cleaning train.

SUMMARY

Incineration technology for the various physical forms and chemical makeup of hazardous wastes exists, and has been well proven in large-scale industrial facilities. Heat recovery from these plants is technically more difficult that heat recovery from combustion plants generating cleaner gas streams; however, the technology to accomplish this exists and has been proven. Similarly, satisfactory offgas cleanup technology is available and has been proven to meet regulatory standards.

Hazardous waste incineration plants can be operated in an environmentally sound manner using conventional chemical plant control methods. The technology has been practiced and proven in Europe (as indicated in the presented photographs) where the pressures of limited disposal sites and population densities encouraged earlier attention to the need for the design and construction of such facilities.
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